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Fig. 1: 1T1R-based 4MB LLC (containing 4 banks) showing
ground bounce. Each bank contains 8 Mats and each Mat
contains 8 subarrays each producing 64bits. Each subarray
has 8 Ways. Parallel read/write in Bank1 (red) suffers due
to propagation of bounce from Bank3 (green) (or vice versa).
Similarly, unselected cells suffer from retention issue.
magnetic field and/or temperature can also trigger soft performance failures by increasing write latency or degrading sense
margin [6]. Apart from launching data integrity attacks, the
adversary can also steal sensitive data from STTRAM cache
(data privacy attacks) [7] by exploiting memory persistence.
Temperature can be exploited as added means to enhance the
persistence to recover stored data before power down [8]. The
persistent user data in Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) cache
can also be compromised by launching unauthorized read and
write operations and probing the data buses after the authentic
user has logged off [9]. In [10]–[12], it has been pointed out
that STTRAM suffers from high write current and long latency
which can be exploited to launch a side channel attack. In [13]
and [14], it has been shown that high write current of emerging
NVM can cause supply noise which can be leveraged to launch
fault injection and information leakage attacks respectively.
However, Row Hammer (RH) attack on STTRAM or other
emerging NVMs has not been demonstrated.
RH on traditional memories have been studied in the past.
In [15], the authors investigate RH attack on Dynamic RAM
(DRAM). Their investigation shows that it is possible to corrupt the data in nearby addresses by repeatedly reading from
the same address. The authors demonstrate this phenomenon
on Intel and AMD systems using a malicious program that
generates many DRAM accesses. With new memory alterna-

I. I NTRODUCTION
Spin-Transfer Torque RAM (STTRAM) [1] offers numerous
benefits such as high-density, non-volatility, high-speed, lowleakage-power and CMOS compatibility, and therefore it is
considered as a promising memory technology to replace
Static RAM (SRAM) cache. Furthermore, STTRAM enables
low-power computation and novel architecture [2]–[4]. However, it is susceptible to various security threats. It has been
shown that sensitivity of STTRAM to magnetic fields can be
exploited by the adversary to launch Denial-of-Service (DoS)
attacks [5]. Another work shows that a mild application of
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Abstract—In this paper, we model and investigate the impact of Row Hammering (RH) on Spin-Transfer Torque RAM
(STTRAM) by exploiting its write operation. STTRAM suffers
from high write current and long write latency which can result
in ground bounce. The magnitude of the bounce depends on the
old data and the new data that is being written. The bounce can
propagate to the nearest word-line drivers and partially turn
ON the access transistors making weak current flow through
the memory bitcells and reducing their thermal energy barrier.
Therefore, continuous write at a particular location can force
the massive number of unselected bits to suffer from degraded
thermal barrier due to weak RH current. Reduced thermal
barrier may lead to retention failures and make the bits sensitive
to stray magnetic field/thermal noise. Those bits can also suffer
from read disturb if they are read. These issues could be even
worse for Short Retention NVM (SRNVM) which is suitable
for Last Level Cache (LLC) and has a base retention of only
few seconds. The ground bounce can also propagate to bitline/source-line drivers and the selected cells will experience
lower headroom voltage. This will lead to read failure (due to
degraded sense margin) and write failure (due to increased write
latency). Simulation result indicates that RH attack can flip the
bits in just 30.84secs for STTRAM with base retention of 1 min.
In presence of elevated temperature, the retention time can be
further reduced to 2.46secs and 0.19secs for T=50C and T=75C
respectively. RH attack can increase read disturb by 2.09X for
bitcell with 1min base retention at T=25C. Simulation result also
indicates that RH attack can cause read/write failure if the bitcell
being read/written experience 306mV (for data 0)/110mV (for
writing 0 → 1) of bounce. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first RH attack study for STTRAM-based cache.
Index Terms—Spin-Transfer Torque RAM, Row Hammer,
Non-Volatile Memory, Security
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tives, such as STTRAM, it is necessary to investigate their
resistance to such known threats.
Fig. 1 shows a simplified diagram of STTRAM memory
array with data bus width of 512-bit. Let's consider Iwrite
= 100µA/bit. Therefore, the total write current is 51.2mA.
If we consider the worst-case, all of the 512-bits will be
written to one bank (green marked) and the total write current
will be dumped into the local ground (which is routed in
metal-1, M1 ) of that particular bank. The local ground will
experience a voltage bounce since there is a parasitic resistance
between the local ground of that bank and true ground (routed
on upper metal layer e.g. M8 ) of the chip. This bounce
will propagate to the word-line/source-line/bit-line drivers of
the neighboring bits. If the bounce propagates to word-line
drivers, the unselected bits sharing the same bit-line/sourceline drives will partially turn the access transistor ON and
a disturb current will pass through them. These bitcells will
experience retention failure and read disturb. Furthermore, if
the bounce propagates to source-line/bit-line drivers, the bitcells will experience lower voltage headroom during read/write
operation. Therefore, the operations may fail. In summary, the
unselected (selected) bits will suffer from following issues if
they experience a continuous disturb current (lower voltage
headroom) during retention (read/write) operations:
Retention Failure: NVM retention can range from a few
seconds (designed for LLC) to years (designed for storage
alternatives). However, the disturb current through the bitcell
reduces the thermal stability and subsequently, the retention
time. Therefore, the time period for which the stored information in the bitcell is stored reliably (known as retention
time) goes down. The issue is severe for Short Retention NVM
(SRNVM) where the retention time is in the order of seconds
[16].
Read Disturb: If a bitcell is accidentally flipped (written)
during a read, it is known as read disturb. In the voltage
sensing technique [17], a current is passed through the NVM
bitcell to read its content. The read current is chosen in a way
that does not disturb the content and at the same time achieves
a good sense margin. However, the bits can flip during a read
due to a lower thermal energy barrier (resulting from disturb
current due to RH attack) creating the read disturb failure.
Read Failure: If a bitcell is read incorrectly, it is known as
read failure. Bitcells experience lower voltage headroom if the
bounce generated from a parallel operation propagates to the
corresponding source-line drivers. Lower voltage headroom
reduces the sense margin and may lead to read failure.
Write Failure: Bitcells experience lower headroom voltage
if the bounce generated from a parallel operation propagates
to the corresponding source-line drivers (for writing 1 → 0) or
bit-line drivers (for writing 0 → 1). Lower voltage headroom
increases the write latency and may lead to write failure.
Interestingly, the magnitude of ground bounce generated
due to a write operation depends on the present state of the
memory bit as well as the new data being written since Iwrite
for 0 → 0, 0 → 1, 1 → 0 and 1 → 1 are different.
Therefore, the adversary can employ worst-case patterns to

create maximum bounce and accelerate the RH. In this work,
first we model local ground bounce due to high write current,
long write latency, and parasitic capacitance/resistance from
local ground to the true ground. Bank-level parallelism (i.e.,
read/write to independent banks in parallel) is employed in
LLC to achieve high bandwidth since single read/write takes
multiple clock cycles. However, parallel access in STTRAMbased LLC can lead to elevated levels of bounce (worsen the
RH of unselected bits). Furthermore, the bounce generated
from one access can propagate to another access location and
affect the corresponding read/write operation of those selected
bits.
We investigate the impact of high parasitic capacitance/
resistance if the ground rail is designed same as conventional
embedded memories such as, SRAM and eDRAM. Next, we
discuss the impact of the ground bounce on the retention time
of the bitcell of the adjacent rows to launch RH attack. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first effort in this direction.
Following contributions are made in this paper:
(a) We show that high write current of STTRAM leads to
ground bounce. This can be exploited to launch RH attack;
(b) We model the ground bounce for STTRAM during write
operation and perform detailed analysis of RH with respect
to ground rail parasitic, such as resistance and capacitance;
(c) We also consider the impact of bank-level parallelism and
ambient temperature on the effectiveness of RH attack;
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes basics of STTRAM and simulation details; Section
III describes the attack model, ground bounce model and
corresponding simulation result; Section IV describes the
simulation result and analysis; Section V draws conclusion.
II. BASICS OF STTRAM AND S IMULATION
E NVIRONMENT
In this section, we discuss the basics of STTRAM. We also
present the simulation environment used in this work.
A. Basics of STTRAM
Fig. 2a shows the STTRAM cell schematic with Magnetic
Tunnel Junction (MTJ) as the storage element. The MTJ
contains a free (FL) and a pinned (PL) magnetic layer. The
resistance of the MTJ stack is high (low) if FL magnetic
orientation is anti-parallel (parallel) compared to the PL. The
MTJ can be toggled from parallel (P) (data '0') to antiparallel (AP) (data '1') (or vice versa) using current induced
Spin Torque Transfer by passing the appropriate magnitude
of write current from source-line to bitline (or vice versa).
For a successful write, the write current must be greater than
the critical current (Ico ). During read operation, the access
transistor is turned ON, and a small voltage is applied on the
bit-line while keeping the voltage of source-line zero.
The two stable magnetization states of FL are separated by
an energy barrier, E0 (Fig. 2b). The thermal stability factor of
the MTJ is denoted by ∆0 , and the relation between E0 and
∆0 is given by (1):
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The STTRAM cell used in this work consists of a MOSFET of 65nm technology and an MTJ based on [21]. The
simulations are performed in HSPICE. The parameters used
in the simulation are provided in Table I. The critical current
of the MTJ cell is found to be ~97µA. Therefore, 110µA/bit
of average write current is considered for modeling RH attack.
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Fig. 2: Schematic of STTRAM bitcell and, (b) energy barrier,
E0 separating the two MTJ states.

(a) Write current

TABLE I: Parameters Used for the Simulation
Parameter
Threshold Voltage of Access Transistor (VT )
Reduction of VT with Temperature
Volume of MTJ free layer
Uniaxial Anisotropy of MTJ, Ku
Saturation magnetization of MTJ, Ms
Anisotropy Magnetic field of MTJ, Hk
Thermal Barrier of MTJ, ∆
Tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR)
Read latency/Write latency of STTRAM

III. ATTACK M ODEL

(b) Read current

In this section, we discuss RH attack modeling for
STTRAM. We present basics of ground bounce and describe
its modeling. We also present the basics of bank-parallelism
in LLC for high system throughput.

Fig. 3: STTRAM (a) write current; and (b) read current.
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A. Modeling RH on STTRAM

(1)

RH attack is launched on DRAM by reading one particular
row many times. This causes a disturbance to the bits of the
neighboring rows. When reading one address many times, the
corresponding word-line voltage is repeatedly toggled. As a
result, cells sharing the same column leak charge much faster
[15]. Those cells cannot retain charge till the time interval at
which they are refreshed. Therefore, the cells lose the stored
data. As STTRAM stores data through magnetic orientation,
traditional RH needs to be modified (described below) to be
effective.
RH Attack by Exploiting Write Operation: One particular address is written multiple times to launch RH attack
by exploiting write operation of STTRAM. The total write
current gets dumped into the ground rail. This leads to a large
ground bounce if the ground rail is designed conventionally
(i.e., without consideration to high write current). Note that
the bounce will be present even with a carefully designed

where Hk is the effective anisotropy field including
magneto-crystalline anisotropy and shape anisotropy of the
FL of MTJ [18], Ms is the saturation magnetization, V is
the volume of the MTJ FL, kB is the Boltzmann's constant,
and T is the temperature.
In presence of current through MTJ, the thermal stability
factor is given by (2) [19] and the retention time of the
STTRAM bitcell is given by (3) [20]:
∆I = ∆0 ∗ (1 −

I
)
Ico

tret = t0 ∗ exp[∆I ]

Value
0.423V
-2mV/K
1.04x10-17 cm3
150150erg/cc
790Oe
380Oe
37.99
119%
1ns/3ns

(2)

(3)

where ∆I is the thermal stability factor in presence of the
current through MTJ, Ico is the critical current of MTJ, I is the
current flowing in the direction which tries to flip the current
state, tret is the retention time in presence of the current and
t0 is attempt time (~1ns).

Clock
Ground Bounce
Word-line Volt.
Bit-line Volt.
Vgs @ Access
Transistor

B. High Write/Read Current
Write/read current of STTRAM, and the corresponding
latencies are high (Fig. 3a-3b). Typically, the write current is
100-200µA/bit and the read current is ~5X less compared to
write current. Although the read current is also high compared
to conventional memories, it is not significant enough to cause
high ground bounce which might partially turn ON the access
transistor. Therefore, in this work, we investigate the RH attack
on STTRAM exploiting the write operation only.

T1

T1

T1

T1

T1

T1= Access Transistor Partially Turns On

Fig. 4: Ground bounce propagates with a delay to the farther
word-line drivers which results in a phase shift between
bounce of word-line and source-line. Access transistor partially turns ON for time, T1 .
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ground rail. The bounce propagates to the peripherals such as,
word-line, bit-line, and source-line drivers. These can cause
the following issues:
i) Bounce propagates to word-line and source-line or bitline drivers (retention failure and read disturb): The nearest
unselected bits, (in case of writing 1 → 0) whose source-line
(or bit-line in case of writing 0 → 1) drivers share the same
supply rails as source-line (bit-line) drivers of the selected
cells, have zero VGS at the corresponding access transistor
since word-line and source-line (or bit-line) bounce together.
However, the bounce propagates with a delay to the farther
word-line drivers (due to different path delay) which results
in a phase shift between the bounce of word-line and sourceline. Therefore, those access transistors will experience a brief
period when they will weakly turn ON i.e., the VGS will be
greater than 0V (Fig. 4). This will introduce disturb current
through those unselected cells, and they will eventually be
written to either '0' or '1' (depending on the direction of disturb
current) if the disturb current flows for duration longer than
the reduced retention time. Furthermore, if the attack takes
place at an elevated chip temperatures, the threshold voltage
of the access transistor and the retention time of the MTJ
(3) will be lowered, and the current through the MTJ will
be higher, leading to faster corruption of the bits and more
effective attack. Therefore, by writing a particular address
repeatedly, the massive number of unselected bits whose bitline or source-line drivers share the same supply rails as
bit-line or source-line drivers of the selected cells can be
written/flipped.
It should be noted that the disturb current lowers the
thermal barrier. Therefore, if the partially selected bits in other
independent banks are read, the probability of read disturb of
these bits will increase.
Note that process variation can amplify these issues further
since the weak unselected bits (with lower thermal stability)
and low access transistor threshold can easily get corrupted.
ii) Bounce propagates to source-line only (read failure):
Let's assume that adversary is writing in a bank (i.e. generating
ground bounce) and the victim is reading data from another
independent bank. Therefore, the bitcells that are being read by
the victim, will have a zero source-line, and a non-zero wordline and bit-line voltage (Fig. 5a). If the bounce generated
by the adversary reaches the bitcells that are being read, the
read operation will incur a lower sense margin due to a lower
voltage headroom (since source-line voltage bounces) (Fig.
5a). Therefore, read failures may occur if the decreased sense
margin is too low.
iii) Bounce propagates to source-line or bit-line (write
failure): Let's assume that adversary is writing in a bank (i.e.
generating ground bounce) and victim is writing in another
independent bank. Therefore, the bitcells that are being written
by the victim will have a zero source-line (for 1 → 0 writing)
or bitline (for writing 0 → 1) (Fig. 5a). If the ground bounce
generated by the adversary reaches those bitcells, the write
operation will incur a longer write latency due to lower voltage
headroom (since source-line or bitline voltage bounces) (Fig.

5a). Therefore, write failures may occur if the increased write
latency is greater than the design target (3ns in this work).
B. Modeling the Ground bounce
Fig. 5b shows a simplified illustration of STTRAM memory
array. One global column is connected to eight local columns
and a write driver. All the write drivers share a local ground
through metal-1 (M1 ). True ground of the chip, which is
implemented using metal-8 (M8 ), connects to the local ground
(M1 ) via M2 , M3 , M4 , M5 , M6 and M7 metal layers. The
connection from M1 to M8 is repeated only after a specific
distance to ensure high density of memory array. Therefore,
parasitic capacitance and resistance exists between the local
ground and true ground. When the total write current is
dumped into the local ground, it creates a bounce which
propagates to the peripherals such as, word-line, bit-line, and
source-line drivers as shown in Fig. 5c.
We modeled the resistance and capacitance of path M1 to
M8 (R1 , C1 and C2 ) and the path between the local ground to
the gate of access transistors (R2 , R3 and C3 ) of the unselected
bit (Fig. 5d). We have designed the metal plan for the 4MB
1T1R LLC organization shown in Fig. 1. It is a 4-way set
associated cache. All the Ways of each Mat are accessed
simultaneously and buffered at the edge of each Mat resulting
in total of 512-bit accesses. The figure also shows the upper
layer metal plan. Vdd plane is in M9 and gnd plane is in M8 .
Both Vdd and gnd is implemented from M7 to M1 where M7 ,
M5 , M3 and M1 are horizontal and M6 , M4 , M2 are vertical.
The total area of the chip is 4970λ × 3950λ where each bank
occupies 2046λ × 1536λ and the remaining is occupied by the
peripheral circuitry (e.g. pre-decoder etc.). Note that λ is the
feature size. Below we present ground bounce modeling:
Ground Bounce: The total write current is dumped to
the local ground (implemented in M1 ) causing a ground
bounce which can propagate to nearest banks though metal
M1 via metal M2 , and then down to M1 again. We modeled
the resistance of path M1 to M8 by R1 . Fig. 6 shows the
connection of true ground (M8 ) with the local ground (M1 )
of a Mat. We modeled the equivalent resistance using 65nm
layout parameters (Table II) [22], [23]. We divided 512-bits to
4 groups (only two of them shown in Fig. 6 for simplicity).
Each metal layer R/C and via between metal layers are also
given in Table II. Our estimation shows that R1 is ~25Ω
(Fig. 6). The magnitude of ground bounce depends on this
value. Fig. 7a shows that as R1 increases, bounce increases.
Capacitance calculation is omitted for the sake of brevity.
The impact of Iwrite (per bit) and the total number of bits
writing are shown in Fig. 7b and Fig. 7c respectively. Fig.
7b shows that as Iwrite (per bit) increases, ground bounce
increases. Typically, STTRAM Iwrite varies from 100µA to
200µA. Fig. 7c shows that as the number of bits writing
simultaneously in a memory array increases, ground bounce
also increases. Average write current for a full cache line is
divided into four constant Current Sources (CS). Therefore,
current magnitude of CS, XmA is equal to IT otal /4 (for e.g.
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𝑅𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 
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Via
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128bit

𝑅𝑀𝑥 ∗ 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
𝑉𝑖𝑎 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟

= 14.3867Ω
8

𝑅𝑉𝑖𝑎 =

M2

Via
M1

25Ω for further analysis. The current source mimics the write
current drawn by STTRAM. The period and ON time (i.e.,
write latency of STTRAM) of the current source is assumed to
be 6ns and 3ns respectively. A period of 6ns (twice compared
to ON time) is used to consider a gap of 3ns in between two
consecutive writes. The following assumptions are made to
model the worst-case retention failure:
(i) The gate leakage of the access transistor (unselected cell)
is negligible;
(ii) The phase difference of ground bounce propagating to
word-line and source-line driver is maximum (3ns).

R1 Estimation

M8


𝑥=1,𝑦=𝑥+1

𝑉𝑖𝑎 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑥−𝑦
𝑉𝑖𝑎 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑥 − 𝑦

C. Parallel Read/Write Operation

= 5Ω

𝑅1 = 5+14.3867+5 = ~25Ω

STTRAM write latency requires multiple clock cycles. For
example, the required number of clock cycles are 5 (1) with a
clock frequency of 2GHz and write (read) latency of 2.5ns
(0.5ns). However, the throughput will degrade if memory
access is completely stopped during 5 or 1 cycles (Fig. 8a8b). In practice, STTRAM write latency is even higher (3ns,
i.e. 6 cycle for this work). Therefore, parallelism is used
to perform write/read simultaneously to different independent
banks and increase system throughput. The parallel access can
take following forms:
1X Write: Read can be initiated in the next 4 cycles in other
independent banks (Fig. 8a) when a write has been initiated
in a bank. These data are processed in a pipeline to maintain
high throughput. We call this write/read scheme 1X Write.
nX Write: Multiple (n) writes can be initiated with read.
For example, one write along with 3 consecutive reads can
be initiated in the next four clock cycles in other independent
banks (Fig. 8a) when a write has been initiated in a bank.
The local ground will bounce due to second write along with
multiple reads and propagate to unselected bits. We call this
write/read scheme 2X (n = 2) Write.

Fig. 6: Estimation of R1 (of Fig. 5d) for ground bounce
modeling.
512-bit of STTRAM 0 → 0 writing, IT otal = 56.32mA and
X = 14.08) and each one presents write current for 128-bit.
TABLE II: Parameters used for Ground Bounce Modeling
Parameter
Resistance (Ω/µm)
M1 /M2 /M3 /M4 /M5 /M6 /M7 /M8
Capacitance (fF/µm)
M1 /M2 /M3 /M4 /M5 /M6 /M7 /M8
Miller Coupling Factor (MCF)
Via Resistance (Ω) M1-2 /
M2-3 /M3-4 /M4-5 /M5-6 /M6-7 /M7-8
Di-electric Constant for Cap.
Calculation (Cplate /Cside )
Res. between M1 to Source/
Drain Contact, RContact (Ω)

Value
0.91/0.41/0.41/0.41/0.41/
0.41/0.04/0.04 [22], [23]
0.13/0.17/0.17/0.17/
0.17/0.17/0.19/0.19 [22], [23]
1.5
6/5/5/3/3/1/1 (CVD
Tungsten-based) [24]
2.2/2.79 [23]
~5 [25]

In summary, we assume 512-bit writing with an average
write current of 110µA/bit, a write latency of 3ns and R1 =
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Write Current = 100A/bit
R1 = 25Ω

Number of Bit Writing = 256

Number of Bit Writing = 256

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7: Impact of (a) resistance (R1 ), (b) Iwrite (per bit) and, (c) number of bits writing on the local ground voltage.
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Fig. 8: (a) Four reads are initiated between two writes. We call it 1X mode; (b) three reads and one write are initiated between
two writes. We call it 2X mode (n = 2).
We describe four types of failure in STTRAM due to ground
bounce, namely retention failure, read disturb, read failure and
write failure. We have assumed that parallel operations are
performed on different independent banks. Parallel accesses
can worsen retention failure since the adversary can exploit
it to increase the magnitude of ground bounce which can
propagate to more bits and/or increase the disturb current
triggering faster retention failures.

We further analyze the impact of RH attack on SRNVM
STTRAM (base retention 1min) under process variation. A
1-million-point Monte-Carlo analysis is conducted with 3σ of
2% of MTJ thermal stability factor, ∆0 and with a mean of ∆0
= 24.85 (corresponding mean retention 1min). The result is
shown in Fig. 9c. It is evident that RH attack is more impactful
on the weaker bits under process variation as the minimum
required attack duration reduced to 19.41secs, 1.63secs and
0.13secs at T = 25◦ C, T = 50◦ C and T = 75◦ C respectively.

IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
A. Retention Failure
At first, we consider an MTJ with ∆0 = 37.99 (base
retention = 1 year) and volume = 1.04×10-17 cm3 . The ground
bounce is ~352.46mV with a write current of 110µA/bit and
a cache line of 512-bit. The disturb current is found to be
1.88µA considering this voltage (ground bounce) propagates
to the gate of access transistor of the unselected bits whose
source-line/bit-line drivers share the same supply rails as
source-line/bit-line drivers of the selected cells. The retention
time of those bits becomes 174.94 days with a disturb current
of 1.88µA. Therefore, an adversary has to keep writing and
generating ground bounce so that the unselected cells experience the disturb current for 174.94days continuously and gets
flipped. This may not be a feasible attack scenario.
Next, we investigate the impact of RH attack on the write
operation of STTRAM with different base retention time
(Table III) to account different target design such as SRNVM.
The result is plotted in Fig. 9a. It can be seen that the retention
time of the cells suffer more as the base retention time reduces.
RH attack can flip the bits in 30.84secs if the base retention is 1
min. Furthermore, the required attack duration reduces (shown
in Fig. 9b) if high external temperature is applied during the
attack. The attack duration for base retention of 1min can be
2.46secs and 0.19secs at T = 50◦ C and T = 75◦ C respectively.

TABLE III: Volume and Thermal Stability of MTJs with
Different Base Retention Time
Volume (cm3 )
1.041×10-17
0.973×10-17
0.845×10-17
0.758×10-17
0.681×10-17

Thermal Stability, ∆0
37.99
35.50
32.10
28.95
24.85

Base Retention Time
~1year
~1month
~1day
~1hr
~1min

Read Disturb: A small read current is passed through the
bitcells during read operation. Higher read current gives better
sense margin but increases read disturb probability. Therefore,
the read current is selected in a way that does not flip the
bit as well as yields good sense margin. However, disturb
current due to ground bounce lowers the thermal barrier of
the bitcell. If the bitcell is read at lower thermal barrier,
switching probability during read operation (read disturb)
increases [27]. Simulation result indicates that the switching
probability increases from 1.01×10-09 to 2.06×10-09 (2.06X
increment) for mean base retention of 1min (corresponding
thermal barrier ∆0 = 24.85) at T=25◦ C. A 1-million-point
Monte-Carlo analysis is conducted with 3σ of 2% of MTJ
thermal stability factor, ∆0 with a mean of ∆0 = 24.85
(corresponding mean retention time 1min). The worst-case
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With Disturb Current
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T=75C

(a)

T=50C

(b)
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(c)

Fig. 9: (a) Impact of ground voltage bounce on retention time of unselected bits (base retention = 1month); (b) impact of RH
attack on STTRAM write operation for different base retention time; and, (c) retention distribution under RH attack for base
retention = 1min. A 1-million-point Monte-Carlo analysis is conducted with 3σ of 2% of MTJ thermal stability factor, ∆0
with a mean of ∆0 = 24.85 (corresponding retention time ~1min).
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conclude that if the bitcell incurs ground bounce > 306mV
during read, the operation reads '1' incorrectly. However, read
'0' does not fail as it is insensitive to ground bounce.
Write Failure: Write failure may occur if the bitcell being
written experience ground bounce (generated by a parallel
access in another independent bank) in its source-line (for
writing 1 → 0) or bit-line (for writing 0 → 1). Fig. 11b and
11c represents the impact of ground bounce on 0 → 1 and
1 → 0 writing respectively. It is evident that 0 → 1 writing
fails if the bitcell experience 110mV of ground bounce as
the magnetic orientation (Mx ) is not reaching -1 (anti-parallel
state). However, 1 → 0 write failure might not be possible as
even with 400mV of ground bounce the magnetic orientation
(Mx ) successfully reaches 1 (parallel state). Therefore, 1 → 0
write failure requires very high ground bounce.
All the aforementioned impacts of ground bounce can be
further enhanced if parallel write operations are performed
in independent bank which can evidently double the ground
bounce (for two parallel write operation). Furthermore, the
weak bits considering the process variation suffers the most.
At first glance, RH attack on STTRAM might not seem severe
compared to DRAM. However, in contrasts to RH attack on
DRAM which only cause data corruption, the RH attack on
STTRAM can cause data corruption (retention failure, read
disturb) and fault injection (read/write failure).
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Fig. 10: Non-destructive read circuitry used it this work [26].
switching probability is found to be 2.9x10-07 . Furthermore,
higher temperature further increases the switching probability.
Read Failure: Read failure may occur if the bitcell being
read experience ground bounce (generated by a parallel access
in another independent bank) in its source-line. Fig. 10 shows
the single-ended read circuitry used it this work [26]. We
analyze the sense margin for a bitcell with a volume of
1.041×10-17 cm3 (corresponding thermal stability, ∆0 = 37.99
and base retention time 1year). The low/high resistance of
the cell is 1.864KΩ/4.077KΩ which represents data '0'/'1'
respectively. Two parallel branches with one low and one
high resistance cell is used in the read circuit to generate the
reference voltage. VData(1/0) is compared with this reference
voltage to sense the data using a sense amplifier. Fig. 11a
shows the sense margin for both data '0' and '1' with respect
to ground bounce. We have considered read error if sense
margin is below 150mV. It is evident that as the ground bounce
experienced by a bitcell during a read operation increases,
sense margin for data '1' reduces whereas sense margin for
data '0' stays relatively constant. This is because the reference
voltage also increases with ground bounce (Fig. 11a). We can

V. C ONCLUSION
We studied the impact of RH attack on STTRAM by exploiting high write current. Although RH attack on STTRAM
is not as severe as DRAM, the attack can create different types
of failures and affect more biteclls. The weak bits due to
process variation may suffer the most. RH attack can cause
retention issues as well as read disturb if read operation
is performed while the cells incur disturb current due to
ground bounce. The attack can also cause read/write failure.
Furthermore, the attack can be worse for SRNVM.
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